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 80 ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. JAw. 28,

 REQUIREMENTS IN METEOROLOGICAL
 TABLES.

 By W. ADDISON, M.D., F.R.S.

 THE quarterly returns of marriages, births, and deaths, con
 tain mean readings of the thermometer, barometer, etc.;
 but, in order to estimate correctly the influence of weather
 upon sickness and mortality, it seems to be the extremes,
 which often occur within very short periods, that are re
 quired.

 It is generally understood, that sudden alterations in the
 weather are prejudicial to health; nor can there be any doubt
 of this fact; yet such alterations are frequently obliterated by
 averages and means. The means of a month or a week may
 come out nearly alike to those of the preceding week, or of
 the corresponding month of the preceding year, and yet in
 clude very extensive thermometric changes, which are thus
 placed out of view. Every one, in his own person, is acutely
 sensible of a change of temperature from :50' to 24', and
 vice ver6sc. This may occur, and has occurred, without alter
 ing the averages of the month mnore than 10 or 1 1'. In pro
 jecting a meteorological diagram, the mean curves are
 rounided off and depressed; whereas, what seems to be re
 quired are the cxtreme limits and the time.

 I will give one or two examples of my meaning, from a
 manuscript meteorological journial now before me, embrac
 ing observations nmade four times a (day.

 It is at night, when going to bed, and in the morning,
 when we first enicounter the outward air, that sudden
 change.s in the weather are most acutely experienced. Let
 us take, then, .) o'clock A.M. for our illustration.

 On the ;th of .Janury, 183;5, att 9 in the morniing, the
 thermometer out of doors stood at 340 F.; on the 7th, at
 270; on the 8th, at 24?; on the 9th, at 40'; on the 11th, at
 48': the barometer fillingr, in the same interval of time,
 eight-tenths of an inch.

 Turning to the bills of mortality for the metropolis, to
 find the effect, if anv, of this sudldeni change, we find, in the
 week ending January 6th, the deaths fromi scarlet fcver, 7;
 from measles, 15; and from hoopin- cough, 15; whereas, in
 the week cindinig the 23rd (when the influence of the vicis
 situdes of temperature between. the 7tli anid 11th of the

 monith mi,ght be expected to appear in the mortality table)
 we fin(l the deaths from scarlet-fever, 14; from mueasles, 23;
 and froin hooping-cough, 18. In the two forimier instances,
 the miortality wa*s doubled. The inference is, that cases of
 sickness were loth aggravated and largely increased.

 Again, in April 1.835, we meet with another remarLkable
 example of a suddlen depression and rise of temperature,
 and of the dew-point, as ascertained by Daniell's hygrome
 ter. Ont the 14th of the month, the dew-point, at 9 A.M.,
 was ,500; on the 16th, at the same hour, it was 250; on the
 17Fth, 28; and on the 18th, 420. The therinomneter, in the
 same period, ranged from ;610 on the 14th to 28' in the
 nig,ht of the 16th-a range of 33'.

 Turning again to the bills of mortality, we find, in the
 week endinig the 28th April, an increase in the burials, as
 comnp:red with the preceding week, of 332. The deaths
 from consumption were double: fever, scarlet-fever, mea
 sles, hooping-cough, and inflammation, being the other
 heads under which there was a largre increase.

 April we expect to be a month of genial, warm, moist,
 spring weather; but, as above shown, it is subject, for 24 or
 48 hours, to a temperature and a dew-point appropriate
 only to the depth of winter. Sudden and temporary these
 changes may be, and are: and this is the point of the pre
 sent communication. They are so sudden and temporary,
 that they disappear in the monthly means; and may even
 be lost sig,ht of in the averag,e of a week; but they are
 not so sudden or short-lived as not to have a powerful
 influence upon the origin and progress of epidemical dis
 tempers.

 It is concluded, from the facts stated, not only that sud-.
 den atmospherical vicissitudes have a great influence upon
 the progress of sickness and the amount of the mortality,

 but also that meteorological tables do not fulfil their proper
 function with reference to epidemic diseases, unless they
 show the full extent or the extreme points of all the most
 prominent or sudden atmospherical changes, and define or
 give a measure of the time they include.

 Maidatone, Ju. 15&k 1S.

 ON THE NATURE AND CAUSES OF THE
 PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA

 COMPRISED IN TIIE TERM " MOUNTAIN SICKNESS"; MORE ESPE
 CIALLY AS EX PERIENCED AMONG THE IhIGHER ALPS.

 l STAN'.HOPE TEMPLEMAN SPEER, M.D.
 (Conchlded from p. 53 of last nu)nber.)

 TirE abnormal sensations constituting mountain sickness
 may thus be classed in a tabular form, according as they
 affect the different functions.

 Of the nervous Vertio.
 :Cjem iephalalgin. * Somiinouleximx.

 rDyspnwa.
 Increa:;ed rapidity of the respiration.
 Seivse of tlioracic constriction.

 Of the respira- Occasional oozing of blood from mucous sur
 torv andI rirc-u- < faces.
 latory systems. j Svncopal tendency.

 Cardiac palpitation.
 Throbbin, of the vessel within the cranium.

 LIncrea-sed rapidity of pulse.
 Anorexia.

 0 the digestive J Nausea and vomiting.

 or fictiCns. onstriction below the epigastrium.
 Wliite tong,ue.

 Of the locormo- MIuscular pains.
 tive functions. 1P'aralysed sensation in the lower limbs.

 Harsh skin.
 Of the tegumen-J Suppression of the c utaneous transpiration.

 tary system. Pallor of tlhe surface.
 Cyanosed appearance' of the countenance.

 It must not be supposed that all these symptoms are
 to be met with in every individual, upon his attaining
 a considerable elevation; but in one instance or another,
 they have each and all been noticed in asceniding the Mont
 Blanic. While, in the different accounts given by those
 who have reached its summit, we meet with many different
 opinions relative to the physiological phenomena there ob
 served, some asserting that nothing unusual was felt, others,
 that this or that symptom was the most prominent and
 un)leasant, all such diversities of opinion as regards per
 sonal sensation are to be estimated at their real value, and
 not to be set down as indicative mercly of the workings of
 imagination. No one doubts the influence of the sea upon
 those unaccustomed to it; but if a given number of such
 persons be taken promiscuously, there will be a great proba
 bility of receiving from them at least three or four different
 versions of its effect. One individual will complain of
 excessive nausea, without the relief afforded by vomiting;
 with another it will be exactly the reverse, fits of vomiting
 occurring, with perfect ease during the intervals; in a third,
 diarrhoa and abdominal uneasiness will be the prominent
 symptoms (of this I know several examples); a fourth
 will complaiii chiefly of severe headache, with or without
 gastric complication; a fifth may suffer from a combination
 of the above miseries; while a sixth, without obvious
 reason, will enijoy a complete immunity from them all. But
 further, these varieties in the effects produced by the motion
 of a vessel at sea are not only met with in different indi
 viduals, but they may occur in the same one, at different
 times, and under different circumstaInces, according to the
 state of health he may have previously enjoyed.

 Upon the same principle may be explained the diversity
 of symptoms, and at the same time the occasional immunity
 from them, at a given elevation which may exist in differ
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 1853. ORTGENAL COMMUNICATIONS.
 ant individuals. Reference is to be made to their physical
 peculiarities and antecedents

 The causes which give rise to the phenomena of moun
 tain sickness, next claim attention.

 The earliest attempt to explain the occurrence of these
 symptoms, was made by De Saussure; he asserts that they are
 due, not to the difficulty of breathing in such an atmosphere,
 but to the relaxation of the vessels, which arises from a
 diminution in the compressing power of the air. After
 ascending the Mont Blanc, he says, " the respiration is in
 evitably accelerated in a rarefied atmosphere, by the neces
 sity of supplying the lungs with the same quantity of air
 in a given time", and he adds, " this forced acceleration of
 the respiration is the cause of the fatigue and distress
 experienced at great elevations, for, as the respiration
 becomes quickened, the circulation becomes so likewise."
 He further says, "the muscular exertion, moreover, produces,
 in a rarefied atmosphere, an acceleration of the circulation
 and respiration, extremely annoying to certain tempera
 ments."

 In a paper published by M. Brachet, in which he endea
 vours to elucidate the causes which give rise to certain of
 the phenomena occurring upon lofty mountains, it is
 justly observed that, in America and Asia, the effects of a
 rarefied atmosphere are only first perceived at the limits
 of perpetual congelation, although these limits differ con
 siderably in point of elevation according to the latitude of
 the locality. In the opinion of this author, the lassitude
 and dyspnoea are expliclable upon the following theory.
 "During the act of locomotion, those muscles which are
 contracting remove the oxygen of the blood which traverses
 them more rapidly than those which are at rest; hence the
 necessity for an accelerated respiration, in order to supply
 the deficiency produced by such movement, more especially
 in a rarefied atmosphere, and the relief from the dyspncea
 thus produced upon taking rest, when the blood, losing less
 of its oxvgen in the muscles, requires less in the lungs."

 "On the other hand, as the muscles can contract only
 under the influence of arterial blood, it follows that, when
 the blood which reaches them has become venous, they are
 struck with a certain degree of paralysis; and hence the
 difficulty, amounting at lenagth almost to an impossibility
 of locomotioii, when on lofty mountains the muscles which
 perform this function, and consume at the same time a
 considerable quantity of oxygen, receive at length blood
 containing but little oxygen, and all but venous in its
 character."

 From the above theory it would appear, that the physio
 logical phenomena in question are attributed solely to
 changes in the quality of the blood. Such a view, however,
 is somewhat too exclusive.

 It is here worthy of remark that, after attaining a height
 of 13,000 feet and upwards, the necessity for a frequent
 halt will arise in one person from extreme dyspnac, rather
 than from fatigue, while another will halt less from want of
 breath than from a loss of power in the lower extremities,
 and a conviction that a fall would be the result of an at
 tempt to proceed further. Rarely indeed is the dyspncea
 so urgent but that it would permit of a few more steps
 being taken, were it not that muscular' power fails
 entirely.

 To those who have known what it is to make protracted
 extension upon a fractured limb, to compress an artery
 during a tedious operation, or to engage in the exercise of
 fencing, this species of muscular incapability will be.fami
 liar. While, under the above circumstances, the respiration

 may be unembarrassed, the individual ere long will perceive
 in the contracted muscles a painful sense of fatigue, and
 the fingers would soon refuse to do further service, were their
 strength not recruited by being allowed to relax somewhat.
 The same result takes place at a great altitude, only with
 greater rapidity; but it is possible (as will be seen) to be
 come so accustomed to a rarefied atmosphere, as at length
 to feel no unpleasant effect therefrom: and were this

 muscular incapability the result of increased venosity

 of the blood, from habitual deficiency of oxygen at suci
 heights, it is doubtful whether it would be so easily and
 rapidly removed by habit, nor would such a condition bt
 accompanied by actual pains in the limbs.

 It is probable, therefore, that this painful species of
 fatigue depends upon sanguineous congestion, occurring in
 tbhose muscles which are in the act of contraction: and the
 general character of the phenomena, which result from rare
 faction of the atmosphere, appears to corroborate this view.

 In proportion to the rapidity of the circulation, does the
 tendency to active congestion increase; now, at a great ele
 vation, this increased rapidity does actually take place, as
 evinced by the greater frequency of the pulse, without any
 reduction of its strength ; in such a case, the liability to
 congestion is sufficiently evident. Upon refraining, how
 ever, from exertion, or at least by diminishing the amount
 of effort, the proper equilibrium may be recovered and
 maintained, in persons of a tolerably robust constitution;
 but upon again moving, the contracted limbs become, cd
 nooo, the seat of congestion, and this increases in proportion
 to the acceleration of the circulation. It may here be
 remarked that, in a rarefied atmosphere, those whose
 muscles have been most exercised are less li-able to these
 sensations.

 That the pains felt in the back and loins under such
 circumstances are due to congestion, is, I conceive, rendered
 still more probable by their similarity to those which are felt
 at the commencement or cold stage of a febrile paroxysm,
 a period when there in reality exists a congested condition
 of the internal organs.

 The dyspnaca and semi-paralysed condition of the ex
 tremities thus produced, are usually associated with certain
 other phenomena, the ensemble of which alone deserves the
 appellation of "mountain sickness"; these are nausea,
 anorexia, a syncopal tendency, experienced especially when
 the trunk is not inclined forward, severe headache, oozing of
 the blood from the gums, as noticed by Humboldt, etc., eth.;
 and these symptoms may (like the dyspnoea and muscular
 debility) be attributed in a great degree to the same cause
 irregularity of the circulation, with congestion of the
 cranial and abdominal viscera.

 The usual result of ordinary muscular effort is to produce
 a stasis of blood in the capillaries, and a condition of active
 congestion in the brain, lungs, and muscles. Upon making
 a series of such efforts without intermission, as, for example,
 when indulging in violent gymnastic exercise for some
 minutes consecutively, in running hurriedly up a long flight
 of stairs, or a steep ascent, the same effect is produced to a
 still greater extent; and if such exercise be at all prolonged,
 the sight becomes dim and troubled, giddiness and vertigo
 supervene, with a painful sensation of lassitude and com
 plete failure of the muscular powers. If, however, repose
 be taken before the effects of pulmonary and cerebral con
 gestion have attained their maximum, there occurs a reflux
 of blood towards the heart, evinced by sudden paleness of
 the countenance, a sensation of faintness, troubled vision,
 and even complete syncope; unless the precaution of
 assuming the horizontal posture be immediately taken.

 Such are he ordinary consequences of violent exertion,
 as occurring within the scope of general observation. They
 are evidently duc not merely to the inordinate stimulation
 of the muscles by a surplus of arterial blood, in their earlier
 stage, or to the parmlysing effect of venous blood at a
 subsequent period, but likewise to the cerebral excitement
 produced by an increased afflux of that fluid towards the
 brain, its rapid subsidence from which leaves the sensory
 and motor powers in a state of comparative collapse.

 Upon comparing these phenomena, evidently arising from
 temporary sanguineous congestion and its sequele,with those
 observed at great altitudes, the similarity becomes apparent,
 and in fact unmistakeable; with this difference merely, that
 the rarefaction of the air, in accelerating the movements of
 respiration, even during repose, contributes to develope the
 ordinary results of exertion with greater rapidity than in
 the plain.

 The next most prominent symptom, noticed as occurring
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 82 ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. JA)r. 28,
 at great altitudes, is a condition of the stomach resembling
 in a great measure that which is familiar to all who have
 experienced the p itching motion of a steam-vessel in a short
 cross sea. It is this phenomenon to which the term "moun
 tain sickness", in contradistinction to that of "sea sickness",
 is especially applicable, as constituting frequently the most
 proiient and distressing symptom during the ascent of a
 lofty mountain. It is true that it seldom attains such a
 degree of severity as that felt at sea,; but it nevertheless
 produces, when well marked, the greatest prostration, and
 that sense of general depression which accompanies nervous
 headache with gastric derangement.

 It is evident that the causes giving rise to this conditiou
 of the stomach cannot be classed under the same head as
 those to wvhich the analogous phenomena of sea sickness
 are attril)utalble. In the latter case, it is probable that the
 real cause lies in a disturbance of the brain, produced l)y
 the conltinluC(e motionl of the vessel, and affecting the sense
 of vision in a umanner to which it had been previously unac
 customed. Ini sea sickness, therefore, the stomach w-ould
 appear to be secondarily iinpiicated as the result of a
 morbiid impression transm;ittedl to the braiin; and thatt such
 is the actual explanation of this dlistressing affectiotn, seems
 warralnted by the peculiar naturc of its premonitory
 symntoms, wlhich are evidently of cerebral origin, and
 by the fact that the same p)henonlena in a modified
 formi are experienced by some individuals, upon look
 ing at an object perpetually moving before the cyes.
 I have, in mny own person, while steadfastly gazing at
 one of the lon- miioving paiioranIL:s SO popular at present,
 Iperceivel at iellgth a dimniess of vision, Withl the same
 trifling t gidliness anid even tendenicy to nausea, which usher
 in sea sicaness. Thesc ceased, however, upon closinlg
 the eye;; and the efficacy of this measure at sea1, more
 especially if accomplished through the intervention of slcele,
 would afolrd further grounds for presuming that in sea sick
 ness the unaccustomed imp)ressions, received by the eye and
 transmitted to the brain, should, through the well knowii
 sympathy existing, between these organs, secondarily affect
 the stomnach.

 But while the mountaini sicknes.s resembles, in a mild
 degree, that felt at sea, its explanation iliust be otlherwise
 sought for; and while saying that the two conditionis re
 semble cach other, it is necessary to add that in some
 particulars they differ. The cerebral symptoms are less
 prominent in the mountain variety,-there is less nausea,
 and actual vomniting is not comir oni, unless the stomach have
 been previously deranged ; nor is there that extreme sense
 of l)rostrntion anid wretchedness which characterizes severe
 sea sickness, and which renlders the sufferer totally careless,
 for the timue licingr, as to what may be the result.

 In an ordinary state of health, there exists in the in
 testinies a certain quiantity of gas, intenided to counteract
 the plessure of the external atmosphere upon the parietes of
 the abdomen. At a given height this pressure becomes
 d inlill isheds, the g undergoes gradual dilation, and, accord
 ingto tmeli tlheor'y of M. Maissiat, by its pressure upwards
 up1onl the Stoma.Lclh, produces those symptomiis of gastric
 deratngemxent previously meentiomme(l.

 To thlis tacory of Maissiat it might, a.s M. Lc Pileur
 relmarks., 1)C objected, that these gastric symuptoms are not
 accomlplpaniiedi by colicky pains, nior ainy marked sensation of
 abdominal uneasiness, such as oftenC occur in ordlinary cases
 of gascous distension. It should, however, be rememnbered
 that those cases of ilatulences are the most distressing,ini whichl
 unuaecu.stomled gases, or those occurring niaturally in small
 (1ilamtities, sucItl as sulphuretted and carburetted hydrogen,
 are largely (leveloped within the intestinal canal; pure
 nitrogen and hydrogen may exist to a considerable extent
 without producing imuch abdominal uneasiness, more espe
 cially if, as is usually the case, they are secreted gradually.
 In the present instance the distension is not the result
 of the abnormal increase of irritating gases, but arises rather
 from the suddenly augmented l)ulk of those innocuous gases,
 which even in a natural condition are tolerably abundant
 within the intestines.

 It has been by some supposed, that this gasric derange
 ment is attributable to a general condition of the system,
 analogous to that which precedes an ordinar febrile attack.
 Others, on the contrary, deny this; they argue that the oc
 currence of the symptoms at a certain height, without
 appreciable cause, and their disappearance upon regaiming
 a lower level, prove their non-dependence upon aught of a
 febrile nature. They assert that, beyond the disordered con
 dition of the stomach, there are no feverish symptoms, the
 whiteness of the tongue and the acceleration of the pulse
 excepted; that the latter, moreover, presents no irregularity,
 or other peculiarity, further than that which occurs after
 taking moderate exercise, and that the whiteness of the
 tongue is attributable to the small amount of food tak-en on
 such occasions. They who deny the analogy between the
 two conditions, also affirm that during these ascents, there is
 never experieneed that nialtise, a8?i ge.deris, which precedes
 a febrile paroxysm; and they explain the occurrence of thirst,
 by the evaporation which takes place with great rapidity in
 the upper regions of the atmosphere.

 It would, 1 think, appear froin this, that those who have
 advocatcd the noni-identity of the physiological states giving
 rise on the one hand to the mountain sickness, and on
 the other to the congestive stage of an ordinary febrile at
 tack, must have shut their eyes to the real Iacts of the case
 for the very attempt to explain away each symptom which
 is known to attend the incubation period of a fever of non
 specific origin, is a proof of the force with which the idea

 must have suggested itself. The symptomatic analogy
 between these two conditions miay be seen by placing their
 respective phenomena in juxtaposition. I chose ephemeral
 fever as bcinmr the tvi)e of an ordinary febrile varoxvsm.

 l'phuemral Fevser.
 1. (;e,neral feeliqg of blnguor

 anda (liStfste 4)1- llliotionZ.
 3nAI senlrai pains in the lolins

 andl lower extreinities.
 1. Nalsea, alolexia.

 4. hleadaelhe, tlhrolblbiing o'
 temnples.

 5. Thirst.
 6;. Av'll.te toll."!lle.

 Dry, rughl Ilan(celd skin.

 8 c. Aceleration of pul-ie.
 D. I)itto of resl)iratioii.

 10. J)iioiiiishied general secre

 hIaeytomew,a oJ .Iou?ltaiL
 SiCkue.:s8.

 1. Prostration 'witlh loss off
 power.

 2. 311uscillr p:ains in the lower
 extreit ies.

 3. ])is'ng t for food, ilausoa
 an -tio tlilitiigr.

 4. IlH.eLadache, tIl) MOi i g, o f
 e:rodtids ; vertigo.

 5. Thlir.st.
 f. Wllite tonguo.
 ,. Coll dry state of the ctuta

 neolls SlUrfCCes.
 S. Invreasv(l rapidlity of ptulse.
 '). 1 )itto of respiration.

 10. Diimiiished seceCetion.

 The above shews clearly the close resemblance which
 exists between the early symptoms of an ordinarv feverish
 attack, and those which characterize the mountain sick
 nes.s; but this is still further demonstrated, when the con
 ditions of the system which accompany each, are taken into
 account.

 In the early stage of ephemeral fever, which, as the type
 of simple fev-er, is best suited to the comparison in question,
 the symptoms point to a deficiency of bloodl in the external
 parts of the body, and, as a conseluence, its accumulation
 in the deeper seated organs.
 With the predisposing cause of this condition of the

 cireculation in the prodrouiiie period of a fever, we have
 nothing to do: various theories have beeii suggested to
 account for it. What may be looked upon as tolerably
 certain is that (whatever be the cause) there exists, as the
 )rominlen1t feature in the phenomena of mountain sickness,
 a congested condition of the iinternal organs, with a deficient
 cutaneous circulation ; or that, in other words, while the
 two affections agree as regards symptoms, they each present
 an analogous state of the circulation sufficient to account
 for such symptoms.

 The idea here suggests itself, that were it desired to pro
 duce such a pathological condition in a healthy individual,
 there could scarcely be a more efficacious mode of doing 8o
 than by suddenly removing him from a temperature of
 between 70 and 80 degrees of Fahrenheit, to one in which
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 1853. ORIGINAL COMXUICATIONS.
 he would be surrounded by filds of snow and mase
 of ice; in fact, to the regions of perpetual winter; and
 this in reality occurs in the case of those who attempt
 to ascend the loftiest of the Alps. At a height of between
 1,000 and 2,000 feet, the traveller possibly spends a few
 days,buried as it were in a deep valley, suflering from intense
 heat and constant copious transpiration: upon leaving the
 valley he ascends rapidly, and in a few hours enters upon a
 region of eternal ice and snow, the vital heat being rapidly ab
 stracted by the frozen material under his feet, and the power
 of advancing with sufficient rapidity to sustain the equality
 of the circulation, becoming hourly less and less.

 This leads to a consideration of the somewhat singular
 fact, that the mountain sickness commences only at the
 limit of perpetual congelation, whatever that limit may
 chance to be.

 Albeit liable to exceptions, the rule holds good in the
 majority of instances; for it may be seen, by referring to
 the narratives quoted previously, that amono the Andes
 and Himalava, the phenoiuena of mountain sickness are
 first noticed at an infinitely greater height than among the
 Alps, where the snow level is considerably lower.

 The following is the most probable explanation of this

 In all mountainous countries, the habitation3 of men are
 to be imet with, up to within a short distance of the line
 of perpetual congelation. To reach this limit from the
 sea-level, often requires, especially in the Andes and
 Himalaya, some days; upon attainiing it, a short time is
 usually allowed to elapse, previous to entering upon the
 ice-bound desolate regions which now present themnselves,
 and in this manner, an opportunity is afforded for becoming
 habituated to the increasiing rarefaction of the atmosphere;
 but as, uponi leaving the domain of man, it is iiecessary to
 achiev-c the reimainder of the ascent as quickly an(d with as
 few stoppages as pos6ible, it is evident that the rapid eleva
 tioni throug,h 5, () or 6,Oo)o feet, from a point where already
 the effects of a rarefied atmuosphere were slightly felt,

 must prodluce marked results. It must tend at once to
 develope rapidly those abnormal scensations which had
 previously reimained in abeyance, owing, to the more
 gradual atmalos,pheric transitions experienced in ascending
 froni the level of the plaius, across the succession of table
 lands an(d lower miountain ranges, which lie at the foot of
 the loftiest and steepest sumimtits.

 It is for this reason that some of the Alpine passes, the
 St. Bernard to wit, give rise, not unfreqluently, to an amount
 of mnountatin sickness and inldispositionl, scarcely explicable
 upon the grounds, of absolute elevation. In this case, a
 heiglht of 7,473 feet is attained in one day; and the tra
 veller, a few hours after leaving the valley of the IThone,
 sleeps at a height of 1 mile above the level of his previous
 night's resting-place. The sudden change in the density of
 the atmnosphere between the two points, is q-uite suffi
 cient to produce the phenomena in question, more especially
 in the uniniitiated.
 That it is not so much the-absolute as the relative eleva

 tioll attained , which causes the mountain sickness to be felt
 at unich lower points among the Alps than among the
 Andes, is evident from facts, which show the possibility of
 individluals living without discomfort at heights, where, if
 suddcnily removed to them, they would have exp)erieneced
 the mo.st distressing sensations.

 Oni the Thibet side of the Himalaya mountains, are to }>e
 found villages of 13,000 feet above the sea level; and like
 wise upon the slopes of the Andes, at 11,000 feet ; and iMl.
 Humboldt mentions the fact of having lived for some time
 at a height of 12,303 fect, on the Antisana, without suffer
 ing in any way from the rarity of the atmosphere, the
 efiects of which he was not sensible, until he had attained
 an elevation of 16,800 feet upon Chimborazo.

 In At. Agassiz's travels and excursions among the higher
 Alps (Ercursiona et Sejours dans les l1autes Alps), he de
 scribes the mode of life led by himself and his companions,
 at a height of 7,800 feet, during the space of several weeks.
 From being frequently in the habit of ascending the neigh

 bouing peaks, they were at length enabled to reach the
 summit of the Juagfrau, without being annoyed by the
 rarfaction of the air. And D'Orbigny, in speaking of the
 sufferings he endured among the Andes, tells us that per
 sons born in these lofty regions feel no inconvenence,
 while those who, after leaving the plains, reside for any
 length of time among them, suffer, it is true at first, but
 recover their usual health ere long, of which he himif
 afforded a personal and convincing proof.

 In the accounts which we possess of some of the most
 remarkable mountain ascents, comparatively little notice
 appears to have bcen taken of the condition of the pulse.
 Not a few have been contented with asserting that it was
 somewhat quicker than usual, or did not vwary to any
 great degree. Of the value of such loose statements, little
 need be said.

 To the indefatigable De Saussure, however, we are in
 debted for some interesting remarks upon this subject.
 After remaining for several hours on the summit of Mont
 Blanc, he made some observations upon the pulse. His
 guides, as wvell as himself, were entirely free from the
 exhilarating inlfluence of spirituous liquors; they had for
 some time been in a state of rest, and sufered merely from
 prostration and nausea. The pulse of De Saussure himself
 was found to be 100 ; that of his servant 112 ; and that of
 Balmat, his chief guide, 98. At Chamounix, the following
 difference was noted:

 Chwnounix SuiI1lit of MIoiit Blanc.
 Saussure. 72 . . . . . . . 1)
 Servant . . . . . . 60 . . . . . . . 112
 B3alimat . 4 . .. . 98

 The same observer, at the close of his sojourn upon the
 Col du Geant, upwards of 11,(000 feet in height, examnined
 the ratio between the pulse and the respiration in his own
 person. In the morning, when at rest, he found the respira
 tioIIs 17, and the pulse 79, per minute. The next day, at
 noon, the pulse beat 82 in the erect, 83 in the horizontal
 posture.

 Among those who ascended the Mfont Blanc in company
 with Dr. Clark, it is said that the average variation
 of the pulse was from 4 to 30 pulsations per minute,
 at a heig,ht of 7,299 feet; and that this variation appeared
 in no way to depend upon the natural muscular powers of
 the individual.

 Dr. Parrot, the well-known Russian traveller, in his
 ascent of Mount Ararat, reports that his puilsc, which in
 the plains was about 70 per minute, was, at a height of
 4,Th2 feet, 80, and at a height of 11,739 feet, 110 per
 minute.

 In attempting to scale the Monte Rosa, Zumstein, who
 was accompanied by seven hardy uiountaincers, varying
 from 20 to 60 years of age, found that at a height of 13,662
 feet, the mean average for the sseven was 8.3 pulsations per
 minute. He has unfortunately, however, omitted to men
 tion the average of the pulse in these men before leaving
 the plains.

 In the account given (Jnnales deU Ci hmnie et cle Plyrute,
 Vol. lii,) of the celebrated balloon ascenlt of 31. Gay Lussac,
 we find that in Paris his pulse beat 62 per minute; that of
 his companion, 79. At a height of 6,78(6 feet, the pulse of
 the former beat 80, that of the latter IlI per minute.
 . In the year 1823, a Frernch traveller, namned Roulin,

 made some observations relative to the variations of the
 pulse, upon some men who for several months had been
 living at a height of 7,929 feet, upon the table-lanid of
 Santa Fe de Bogota. They were all of sound constitution,
 and aged respectively, 27, 926, and 23 years. On leaving
 Santa Fe, their pulses beat, in the albove order, 69, 71, and
 67 per minute; but upon desceniding into the plains, the
 pulse of each, so far fromn progressively diminiishing in fre
 quency, merely varied in an irregular manner, being some
 times even more frequent than at Santa Fe. The result,
 however, of Roulin's experiments, shows that as the atmo
 spheric pressure between St. Mlartin aid Santa Fe diminishes
 in the proportion of about 9 to 7, the average acceleration
 of the pulse between the same localities is as 6 to 7.
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 ORIGIWAL U $*xbTONB. JAIl. 29,
 It would appoar from the ezprim.mts of M. Bin, that

 while the pule becomes conriably ated at a great
 elevation, a protracted residence in such a locality has not
 the effect of maintaining this condition; but that, on the
 contrary, it ere long regains its natural frequency.

 The same observer made another series of experiments
 upon three individuals, aged respectively twenty-eight,
 seven, and thirteen years. The two former had inhabited
 the plateau of Santa Fe for.eighteen months previously.

 The points of observation chosen by M. Roulin were
 Guaduas, 3,069 feet, and Santa Fe, 7,929 feet above the sea
 level; aud the periods chosen were, first, the moment of
 awaking, the individual being in the recumbent position;
 and, secondly, the interval between the moment of rising
 and the morning meal-this observation being made in the
 upright postuze.

 Between these two stations, the mean of atmospheric
 pressure was found to be 0.78, and the average of the
 pulse at each locality shews that there exists no regular
 definite proportion between the increase of atmospheric
 pressure and the diminished frequency of the pulse.

 In a memoir published by M. Le Pileur, to which I
 am indebted for much information on the subject in ques
 tion, there are some excellent observations relative to the
 frequeny 'of the pulse at great altitudes. These experiments
 were male during the ascent of the Mont Blanc, and from
 their accuracy of detail are well worthy of note. The
 tables corntaining the results of these experiments are here
 introduced, as affording at a glimpse a summary of the
 information thus acquired.

 The opposite table contains a series of observations
 made upon the frequency of the pulse, at different heights,
 by different travellers.

 Experiuet upo. the PFrequ c of Pula at di4ermt AUItwdes.

 Locality. Nam of Number ofRe Observer. Pustosper Mainue emrs

 Chamounix, O5 &aur Baus Balmat Totu Four hours after
 above sea lel. 72 49 so Zlving.

 Summit of Mont ditto 100 98 112 Four hour sfter
 Blauc, 14,760 Fr. reaching the
 feet above ditto . summit

 ColduG6ant,l0,578 ditto 79 In the morning
 bz ~~~~~In tlie afternoon;

 recumbeit.
 82 Ditto, upright

 Grand Plateau, Hamel Hamnel
 11,710 feet 128

 Rochers Rouges, Clisold Clissold While in the act
 13,800 feet 100 to 150 of ascending.

 Pierre de 1'Echelle, Sherwel Sherwell Guides After eating.
 7,608 feet 108 84 to 104

 Monte Rosa, Parrot Parrot
 J,J39 feet 110

 Noversch,4,752 feet ditto 80
 In the I'lain . . ditto 70

 Monte Rosa, Zum8tUin Zumstein Molindi 4Gnldes,
 12,062 feet 76 108 average

 84
 Balloon Ascelnt, Biot Biot Gay

 7,806 feet 111 Lusiac
 80

 Pari. ditto 79 62_

 The following observations on the frequency of the pulse
 at different periods of the day and under various circum
 stances, were made by MMI. Le Pileur and Martin at Paris,
 previous to their expedition to the Mont Blanc, with a view
 to establish a standard of its comparative frequency betweenx
 the level of that city and the summit of the mountain.

 Erperintent: o07 Iefrequency of the PUlse at Paris, bYy f.2. Martin.
 BEFORF NOON. AFTER NOON.

 Concurrent - Concurrent . * RE3ARKS.
 CircumstGances. - 5 REMARKS. Circu mstanies. REMARKS.

 Jnne 7j.29 J65 Rig,ht radial June After rapid exercise in the 10-44 7-050 Left radial
 7thl 61 arterv 0th erect posture. 4 71 Ditto

 I a5 11 Iti-ht femoral .50 69 Ditto
 In the liorizontal posture. I;3 11-3 65 Ditto

 7.-39 61 Right radial 6* 63 Righit radial
 .41 59 *8 60 Ditto
 43 58 *11 60 Ditto
 46 (i 14 59 Ditto

 Dth Ditto, ditto. 7-34 (5 Ditto .18 60 Ditto
 *3(; (i 8th Afterlyingdown for aquarter 10.1 64 Ditto

 63 Left radial of an hour. .3 63 Ditto
 -43 72) Righ1t radial .5 64 Ditto .49 7.) .6 04 Ditto
 *51 ,) .3 65 Left femoral

 In the erect posture. 7-49 74 *10 6:2 Left radial
 17th In the horizontal posture. 7-38 5s) Ditto -12 04 Right radial

 '41 58 Ditto 16th In the horiyontal posture 9-35 65 Ditto
 43 62 Left radial after smart exercise. .39 64 Ditto
 5() 59 Left crural *42 64 Ditto 5) (0 Ditto *44 61 Ditto *53 61 Ditto *45 61 Ditto
 f8() 61 Rightpopliteal -47 61 Ditto
 2 6. , Righllt erual *49 60 Left femoral

 22nd After carriage exercise. 9)35 71 Right radial *51 03 Ditto
 72 *52 62 Ditto
 71 *55 61 Ditto

 July During the course of the 6;3 19th In the horizontal posture, a *50 00 Ditto
 O)th morning. 64 quarter of an hour after 11-15 60 Ditto

 6i ) taking smart exercise. .10 53 Left radial
 ?0 *21 54 Right radial
 63 *23 b4 Left crutral
 61 *25 54 Leftoadial
 62 ' *27 55

 '29 55
 Average before noon.. . 6334 Average after noon .. 61-48

 Daily average 62i04.
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 insemtaenh ox fr oeq of Sd Pue at Pars, by M.Le Pi7er.

 BEFORE NOON. AFTER NOON.
 Concurret ~ a ~Concurrent d 2.

 1844 CircumstaneS. E| N " %' Circumstances. Er D
 Julv Slept well, rose at 7156, 80O 66 The right ra- May Retired to rest at 3 in the 10.30 641
 ard walked up and down the '1 68 dialwas alone 8th moring, rose at 7. Ave- '31 68

 room, observation made 1145 64 felt. rage amount of occupation 72
 while seated at 11'45; 46 60 during the day, dined at 6,
 walked for 25 minutes, sat *47 (8 stimulants in moderation.
 donm for five minutes, '48 08 25th Breakfasted at 10-45 A.M., 1-25 72 appetite good. walked to the Institute of *26 66

 5th Retired the night previous 11.50 04 France; observation made '27 68 at 12, slept well, rose at 7 '51 72 while sitting. 28 66 A.M.; fasting. 5'6 08 '20 68 .54 68 '30 66 12-0 67 July Observation made after 1'5 70
 .1 67 5th eating. | 6 68 '2 68 8 6 *5 68 '!) 70

 13th Fasting, walked a hour and 12-0 69 Pulse feeble .10 70 a half after rising. '2 6?) and depres- .11 70 '8 66 sible. 13th Breakfasted at 1'45 r.x., 2'45 72
 14th Rose at 6, after a good 6'45 67 Pulse strong observation made an hour '46 72

 night, observation made '47 65 and full. after; sittingposture. '47 08 while seated-but after -.54 60 '48 76 walking about the apart- '55 612 '49 76 ment. '56 65
 '57 64

 Average befo-e noon * 5. | -85 Average after noon .. 69-40
 Daily average 07'36.

 From the preceding table it appears, that the daily
 average frequency of the pulse at Paris of these two ex
 perimenters, was in the one case 6204, and in the other
 67-36. The following table shews the results obtained

 between the level of the village of Servoz, 2-306 feet above
 the sea, and the summit of the Mont Blanc, 14,760 French
 feet in height.

 Experiments on the frequency of the Pulse at diferent heights between Servoz and the summit of Mont Blanc.

 M. MARTIN (aged thirty-eight). DR. LEPILEUR (aged thirty-four.

 SERVOZ; 2406 French feet above the sea level.

 _ | ~~~PULSEC ij PU llLSE
 Date. Hour. Concurrent PUS D" Hu.Conicurrent Date. Hour. Circumstances Before After Circumstances. Before After Nooii. Nooni. Noon. Noon.

 July 11-0 After a day's walking exercise. GD July 5SO From Sallenche to Chede in a 64 2dtn 22nd char-k-banc, from thence on 64 foot: slept well, rose half an 02
 hour before making an observa- 02
 tion: fasting. 64
 Mean .. .. 63-20

 CHAMOUNIX; 3,650 feet above the sea level.

 July |1120 Walked for three hours. 73 July 7 8 Arrived here on foot; slight ca- |0 28th 7 iI 23rd tarrh-slept well; felt a weight 59) . ~~ ~~70 in the head on rising: pulse 58
 Aug. Noon. After moderate exercise and ten 67 feeble and compressible 56 2 th minutes repose in the horizontal 69 56 posture. 68 Aug. 2-25 Breakfasted at 8 A.M.: slight ner- 58 68 I 27th vous agitation; no exercise. 62

 60

 Daily average . .. 691200 Daily average ... 00)00
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 ORIGlU<AL COMMUNICATONS. Jb. A,

 PIERRE POINTUE; 6207 feet above the sea level.
 PULSE. PULSE.

 Date. |ltour. Ciocuririent |lefore |After Date. Hour. |iCourrent| Before| After Noon. Noon. Noon. Noon.

 July 10'22 Breakfasted at 7, in moderation; 88
 30th ascended slowly up to this point; 88

 perspired profusely; slight dys- 86
 pnea: pulse full and regular 88

 86
 _81 Aug. 10.10 Conditions same as above. 75

 *th ,t

 LES GRANDS MULETS; 9252 feet above the sea level.

 July 4 38 Sense of debility, with syncopal|
 3tth tendency, remioved by taking a

 little bread and wine.

 | Av eragre .. . .,,. ___ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____-ltle A rae . 3

 LE PETIT PLATEAU.

 Aug. 5-1: Constant ascent since 7 Am.; 10|
 j tlI slig,hbt fatigue; no particular in

 disposition.

 LE GRAND PLATEAU; 11,733_feet above the sea level. _

 Jutly 415 Slept tlle night previous on the | X)2 JIIlV |L0 V'eirv little inidisposition; appetite 1|1)
 31st (iralltls IIlletts,arrived lhere thli5 so ;0,st toleralde; tendency to sleel); 85

 nioniing; felt much indisposed, 78 pulse miderately strong 8)5
 ph-sitally ant morally; postiure 10)
 lhorizotital : pulse baarely p)er (eptible Auig. 2-0 Sli-ht fatigiie after cleaning the ! 1()

 Aug. 3-0 Left ClIamoumix a!t nmidnight, ar- 83 2,13 th tenit of sinow; observation niadle 104
 28td rived liere at 1 1 A.M.; posture ill the upright position. 1012

 horizontal. j10
 29t 1() 640Observtiolls miiade previous to 78

 rising, !g 29th 1655 Slept well; putlse feeble but 8 P ! 81 1l 1 t regular. s8 S4 8
 S |84 W1th 7:3th 0 7.5) Little sleep, having suffered from |1)

 30th 9-0 (entle asent, for two lhors before | s4iatiea;
 lrea kfl'. i1 0
 Several. alterations of pos'ition 5 | Sittingl posture; fasting-pulse 84
 ilirin, the ol6ervation. 6' strontig.

 :30tl 1'0 Took sonme fool; fatiglue felt; no|
 mountaini sickness whtile tran- St!

 1 quil ; pul!;4e imiotlertitely strong, |4
 CL, j n Gb l l iot very collmpressible. Sitting

 l'o;ture.

 Sept. 7'15 Oloservation nadoe ih the recuri-| |i4 Istl I lent, osture. a 1XI !

 Daily averago . . 7371 laily average

 SUMIMIT OF MONT BLANC, 14,760 feet above the sea level.

 Aug; |. 4-0 Reaclied the sumnmit at 1'45 a.t.; 8| 1 Aug. 3(0 Observation malde in the sitting 94
 29th hurin- the first hour experienced O03 |i)2tl l4)sture; pulse strong. Ss

 nausea aid voiniting; pulse 8tl 4| 84;
 f_eeb ie I 8

 Avernae .. .. 82CL Average .. .. 88120
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 185& OR CATIONB.
 It would appear from these tables that, after attaining a

 certin elevation, the frequency of the pulse is invariably
 increased. The level, however, at which this acceleration
 commences, evidently varies in differnt individuals; while
 in some, there is reason to believe that the influence of di
 minished atmospheric pressure ma, within certain limits,
 be counterbalanced by concomitant circumstances capable
 of reducing the frequency of the pulse even while under
 such influences.
 The pulse of M. Le Pileur was much less frequent at

 Chamounix than at Paris, although in the former locality
 there was everything in the approaching expedition calcu
 lated to produce nervous excitement. At Chamounix, it
 beat 60 per mnute, and at Paris 67-25, notwithstauding
 the superior elevation of the valley.
 In the case of MI. Martin, on the contrary, the average

 frequency of the pulse was greater at Chamounix than at
 Paris, being 62 04 in the latter, and 09(00 in the former
 locality.

 These same observers, having, likewise made experiments
 upon the pulse of three guiides who accompanied them to
 the summit, found the folowing differences in point
 of frequency between the level of the Valley of Chamo
 and the highest point of the mountai

 Average of the pulse at Chamouinix. Do. at the sumiuit.

 lugsiier, aned 36 631'2 9n-140
 Coiitet, " 3-1 77-75 1 7.3
 Siniml, " 27 9 0 111.00;
 It is worthy of note, that in these men, born among the

 Alps. the acceleration of the pulse was greater than in the
 case of M.M. Le Pileur and Martin, who were habitually
 residing oin a comparatively trifling elevation above the sea
 level, and but little accustomed to mountain air and
 exercise.

 A resurng of the foregoing remark;s may, I conceive, lead
 to the establishment of a few propositions relative to the
 affection which I have here designated by the term"mountain
 sickness ".

 1st. That in mountainous districts, and upon attaining a
 certain elevation, a series of physiological phenomena manii
 fest themiiselves, which differ widely from the standard of
 health, and exist as long only as the exciting causes are in
 activity; disappearing upon a return to the ordinary level
 of human habitation.

 2nd. That the discrepancy existing among travellers re
 lative to these phenomena, is to be accounted for by their
 variability both in nature and degree; this variability being
 itself dependent upon conditions, referrible on the one
 hand to the individual, and on the other to the locality.

 3rd. That, on the part of the individual, the following
 circumstances nity modify the nature and intensity of
 the "mnountain sickness": idiosyncrasy, previous condi
 tion of health, the habit of fatigue (especialLy that pro
 duced by ascents), and previous residence in a rarefied
 atmosphere.

 4th. That, as regards the locality, the phenomena in
 question are most strongly marked where a considerable ele
 vation above the previous residence of the individual is at
 tained in a short space of time; as on the Pass of the St.
 Bernard, the Col of the Mont Moro, and the Col de St.
 Theodule, in the Alps.

 5th. That the mountain sickness is characterised by the
 following symptoms, the entire category of which, however,
 is seldom, if ever, united in one individual : vertigo,
 headache, somnolence, dyspnaia, constriction of the chest,
 palpitation, syncopal tendency, occasional oozing of blood
 fromu mucous surfaces, increased rapidity of pulse, anorexia,
 nausea and vomiting, thirst, febrile tongue, muscular pains
 sense of extreme debility in the lower limbs, with generai
 prostration of strength.

 6th. That these symptoms may be referred to a threefold
 source, viz., a gradually increasing congestion of the deeper
 portions of the circulatory apparatus, increased venosity of
 the blood, and loss of equilibrium between the pressure of

 the external air and that of the gases existing within the in
 testin

 7th. That these exciting causes of mountain sickness are
 themselves the result of a change from a given atmospheric
 pressure and temperature, for one in which both are greatly
 and suddenly diminished.

 Cheltenhuu, Nov. 24th, 1852.

 ON INTERNAL UTERINE HMHEMORRHAGE.
 By GEORGE KING, Esq., SurgeoIn.

 Ir may be remembered that I have drawn the attention of
 the readers of the former series of the Provincid Nedical
 a ad Surgical Journal to the subject of internal uterine
 hemorrhage, which seems to have escaped the notice of
 practitioners, as well as teachers and writers on obstetric
 practice; at least I have, like many others, searched in
 vain for information on this important subject, and for the
 records of such cases.*

 The case reported in the number of the AsSOCIATIO.r
 MEDICAL JOURN'AL, for January 7-th, as a "peculiar case of
 accidental uterine hwmorrhage," by Isaac Hamnson, Esq.,
 of Reading, was, I consider, one of internal uterine hamor
 rhage. Being, I believe, the first who has directed the
 attention to this peculiar kind of uterine haimorrhage, it
 is natural that such a case as Mr. Harrinson's should attract

 my notice, and that I should make some remarks on it.
 In directing attention to an occurrence which I con

 sider has often till too late been neglected, internal uterine
 hamorrhage during the period of gestation, I wish it
 particuilarly to be understood, that I do not mean to say that
 there is no external appearance or sanguineous discharge
 from the vagina: there often is in such cases; but it is so
 slight, and frequently at such lengthened intervals, that it
 passes unnoticed by both patient and doctor. This state of
 things goes on, until the patient herself begins to feel its
 debilitating effects oni her constitution; and the practitioner
 is unconscious of the mischief going on, until his suspicion
 is excited by the constitutional symptoms. There is a uni
 versal paleness, which is first discovered in the face; the
 pulse becomes quicker and weaker; the abdomen is dis
 covered to be much distended; the patient becomes restless
 and faint; her friends are anxious; and the accoucheur
 begins to see the danger, and feels his responsibility. All
 this may take place at almost any period of gestation, and
 without there being any external discharge. The dan
 ger does not so much depend on the quanitity of blood lost,
 as it does on the velocity with which it is lost. In these
 cases, we cannot, by any mcans that I know, judge for a
 certainty either as to the quantity or velocity. All we know
 is, that frightful external hawmorrhage may occur; flood
 ings may last for days; and even gushes of blood may be
 poured out fromi the vagina, without cxciting much alarm
 for the safety of the patient; yet with even the slightestr in
 ternal hamorrhage, this insidious dripping within the cavity
 of the uterus may continue some time, and produce the
 most serious constitutional derang,ement, demanding the
 most prompt and enecrgetic treatmeint, without our having
 any visible sign, or the slightest indication or know
 ledgc of the cause, or the point from which it is emitted.

 We have yet to learn why the powers of nature should
 give way and often sink from sue apparently trifling san
 guineous discharges, and linger and survive a much more
 profuse one; and also why the uterus, a muscular sub
 stance, an organ only designed for the purpose of genera
 tion and the perfection of the fctuis (though it may be very
 vascular during gestation), should becoime a spornge to sop
 up the vital fluid of the mother as well as of the child,
 so that the life of both frequently is destroyed. As
 practitioners, we have to do with the symptoms, conse

 I rem-ret to finid on referriio- to tlhe inidex of the last volume of the
 Ptorincidl Mdcdical awl SOrwfieal JParwdrta. thlat the word " initerinal" is left out
 in referenice tu tihe cases aid treatzment published by lnie.
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